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Abstract:
Estimation of parameters of a diffusion based on discrete time observations poses
a difficult problem due to the lack of a closed form expression for the likelihood.
From a Bayesian computational perspective it can be casted as a missing data prob-
lem where the diffusion bridges in between discrete-time observations are missing.
The computational problem can then be dealt with using a Markov-chain Monte-Carlo
method known as data-augmentation. If unknown parameters appear in the diffusion
coefficient, direct implementation of data-augmentation results in a Markov chain that
is reducible. Furthermore, data-augmentation requires efficient sampling of diffusion
bridges, which can be difficult, especially in the multidimensional case.
We present a general framework to deal with with these problems that does not rely
on discretisation. The construction generalises previous approaches and sheds light on
the assumptions necessary to make these approaches work. We define a random-walk
type Metropolis-Hastings sampler for updating diffusion bridges. Our methods are il-
lustrated using guided proposals for sampling diffusion bridges. These are Markov
processes obtained by adding a guiding term to the drift of the diffusion. We give gen-
eral guidelines on the construction of these proposals and introduce a time change and
scaling of the guided proposal that reduces discretisation error. Numerical examples
demonstrate the performance of our methods.
Keywords: Multidimensional diffusion bridge; data augmentation; discretisation of
path integral; linear process; innovation process; non-centred parametrisation; FitzHugh-
Nagumo model.
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1. Introduction
In this article we discuss a novel approach for estimating an unknown parameter θ P Θ
of the drift and the diffusion coefficient of a diffusion process
dXt “ bθpt,Xtqdt` σθpt,XtqdWt, X0 “ u (1.1)
which is observed discretely in time. Here bθ : RˆRd denotes the drift function, aθ “
σθσ
1
θ is the diffusion function, where σθ : RˆRd Ñ Rdˆd
1
, andW is a d1-dimensional
Wiener process. The observation times will be denoted by t0 “ 0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ T
and the corresponding observations by xi “ Xti .
Estimation of θ in this setting has attracted much attention during the past decade.
Here we restrict attention to estimation within the Bayesian paradigm. From a theoret-
ical perspective, results on posterior consistency have been proved in Van der Meulen
and Van Zanten (2013) and Gugushvili and Spreij (2012). The associated computa-
tional problem is the object of study here. Two review articles that include many refer-
ences on this topic are Van Zanten (2013) and Sørensen (2004).
The main difficulty in estimation for discretely observed diffusion processes is the
lack of a closed form expression for transition densities, making the likelihood in-
tractable. If the diffusion path is observed continuously, then estimation becomes eas-
ier as for a fully observed diffusion path the likelihood is available in closed form (and
parameters appearing in the diffusion coefficient can be determined from the quadratic
variation of the process). This naturally suggests to study the computational problem
within a missing data framework, treating the unobserved path segments between two
succeeding observation times as missing data. This setup dates back to at least Pedersen
(1995), who used it to obtain simulated maximum likelihood estimates for θ. Within the
Bayesian computational problem, the resulting Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo algorithm
is known as data-augmentation and was introduced in this context by Eraker (2001),
Elerian et al. (2001) and Roberts and Stramer (2001). This algorithm is a special form
of the Gibbs sampler which iterates the following steps:
1. draw missing segments, conditional on θ and the observed discrete time data;
2. draw from the distribution of θ, conditional on the “full data”.
Here, by “full data” we mean the path formed by the drawn segments joined at the
observation times. The algorithm can be initialised by either interpolating the discrete
time data or choosing an initial value for θ. We now discuss tho major challenges for
the outlined algorithm together with various solutions that have been proposed in the
literature.
Challenge 1: generating “good” proposals for the missing segments. The problem
of simulating diffusion bridges has received a lot of attention over the past 15 years.
Vastly different techniques have been proposed, including (i) single site Gibbs updat-
ing of the missing segments locally on a discrete grid (Eraker (2001)), (ii) independent
Metropolis-Hastings steps using as a proposal a Laplace approximation to the condi-
tional distribution obtained by Euler approximation (Elerian et al. (2001)), (iii) for-
ward simulated processes derived from representations of the Brownian bridge in dis-
crete time (Durham and Gallant (2002)), (iv) coupling arguments (Bladt and Sørensen
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(2014) and Bladt and Sørensen (2015)), (v) a constrained sequential Monte Carlo algo-
rithm with a resampling scheme guided by backward pilots (Lin et al. (2010)), and (vi)
exact simulation (Beskos et al. (2006)).
Delyon and Hu (2006) extended the work of Durham and Gallant (2002) to a con-
tinuous time setup and derived an innovative proposal process taking the drift of the
target diffusion into account. In case the diffusion coefficient is constant this proposal
was proposed earlier in Clark (1990). The basic idea consists of superimposing an ad-
ditional term to the drift of the unconditioned diffusion to guide the process towards
the endpoint. Such proposals are termed guided proposals and have the advantage that
only forward simulation of an SDE is required. More precisely, the drift of the proposal
that hits v P Rd at time T equals b˝pt, xq “ λbpt, xq ` pv ´ xq{pT ´ tq, where either
λ “ 0 or λ “ 1 is chosen. If λ “ 0, the guiding term pv´xq{pT ´ tq matches with the
drift of the SDE for a Brownian bridge, which indeed has drift 0. However, this pro-
posal has the drawback that it is independent of the drift b of the diffusion. If λ “ 1, the
guiding term depends on b and consequently there is a potential mismatch between the
drift and guiding term. In both cases (i.e. λ “ 0 and λ “ 1) there can be a substantial
mismatch between the proposals and true bridges, rendering low acceptance rates in an
MH-sampler.
In Schauer et al. (2016) a general class of proposal processes for simulating diffusion
bridges was introduced. The proposals in Schauer et al. (2016) do take the drift of the
target diffusion into account, but in a way different from Delyon and Hu (2006). As a
result, these proposals can substantially reduce the mismatch of drift and guiding term,
because they allow for more flexibility in choosing an appropriate guiding term to pull
the process towards the endpoint in the right manner. An example of the advantage of
this approach is given in the introduction of Schauer et al. (2016). General guidelines
to exploit the added flexibility are addressed in this paper.
For implementation purposes, any proposal has to be evaluated on a finite number of
grid points. As the pulling term added to the drift for guided proposals has a singularity
near the endpoint, special care is needed in choosing a discretisation method. More
importantly, integrals that appear in the acceptance probability of bridges potentially
suffer from this problem as well. In this paper we introduce a time change and scaling
of the proposal process that deals with these problems.
Challenge 2: handling unknown parameters appearing in the diffusion coefficient. As
pointed out by Roberts and Stramer (2001), the data augmentation algorithm degener-
ates if θ appears in the diffusion coefficient as the quadratic variation of the full dataşT
0
aθpt,Xtqdt forces the conditional distribution for the next iterate for θ to be degen-
erate at the current value. Hence, iterates of θ remain stuck at their initial value. The
problem was solved in a discretised setting by both Chib et al. (2004) and Golightly
and Wilkinson (2010). Rather than updating θ conditional on the discretised diffusion
bridge, they proposed updating θ conditional on the increments of the Brownian motion
driving the discretised diffusion bridge. This decouples the tight dependence between
θ and the diffusion bridge. However, as Stramer and Bognar (2011) point out “While
the promising GW approach can be applied to a large class of diffusions, it is not
yet rigorously justified in the literature.” Put differently, whereas the GW (=Golightly-
Wilkinson) approach works in the discretised setup, it gives no guarantee that it also
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works in the limit where the discretisation level tends to zero.
In the continuous-time framework a solution to the aforementioned problem was
given in Roberts and Stramer (2001) for one-dimensional diffusions. It was extended
to reducible multivariate diffusions (diffusions that can be transformed to have unit dif-
fusion coefficient) in Beskos et al. (2006) and Sermaidis et al. (2013). The basic idea is
that the laws of the bridge proposals can be understood as parametrised push forwards
of the law of an underlying random process common to all models with different pa-
rameters θ. This is naturally the case for proposals defined as solutions of stochastic
differential equations and the driving Brownian motion can be taken as such underlying
random process. If X‹ denotes a missing segment given that the parameter equals θ,
the main idea consists of finding a map g and a process Z such that X‹ “ gpθ, Zq. In
a more general set-up, decouplings of similar forms are discussed under the keyword
non-centred parameterisation (Papaspiliopoulos et al. (2003)). The process Z will be
called the “innovation process” (analogous to terminology used in Chib et al. (2004)
and Golightly and Wilkinson (2010)). Whereas in case σθ “ θ the construction is rather
easy, in general proving existence of the map g and process Z is subtle and this forms
an important topic of this paper. We postpone a detailed discussion to Sections 2 and 3.
A first attempt of finding a non-centred parameterisation in continuous time in a gen-
eral setting was undertaken in Fuchs (2013) (in particular section 7.4). Fuchs (2013)
works in the setting of Delyon and Hu (2006), so it is assumed that the diffusion coeffi-
cient σ is invertible and the diffusion is time-homogeneous. While the results in Fuchs
(2013) are formulated in continuous time, the derivation involves heuristic arguments
via the Lebesgue densities of the finite dimensional distributions. A recent work is Pa-
paspiliopoulos et al. (2013). In their approach the missing data is initially considered
in continuous time using Delyon and Hu (2006) bridge proposals, but the degeneracy
problem is tackled only after discretisation.
What is the essential structure behind those different approaches and how can the
underlying transformations be handled in continuous time without resorting to dis-
cretisation? Are these techniques tied to certain proposals, for example the proposal
processes in Delyon and Hu (2006), or are they valid for other proposal processes as
well? And can conditions such as invertibility of σ be relaxed and is it essential that the
diffusion is time-homogeneous? Part of this paper consists of answering these ques-
tions in a rigorous way. As a result of this, in our setting it is evident how to replace the
independence sampler for Z (which updates the diffusion bridges) by a random-walk
type update on the process Z in a straightforward way.
1.1. Contribution
In this article we present a general framework for Bayesian estimation of discretely ob-
served diffusion processes that satisfactory deals with both aforementioned challenges.
Our approach reveals the conditions necessary for obtaining an irreducible Markov
chain that samples from the posterior (after burnin). We show that the algorithm does
not suffer from the degeneracy problem in case unknown parameters appear in the dif-
fusion coefficient, not even in the continuous time setup. The procedure can be seen as
extension and unification of previous approaches within a continuous time framework.
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For example the results of the rather complicated heuristics in Section 7.4 of Fuchs
(2013) appear as a special case of our work. Specific features of our approach include:
• We use in each data augmentation step “adapted” bridge proposals which take
both the drift and the value of θ at that particular iteration into account. Hence,
at each iteration, the pulling term depends on θ, a feature which is unavailable
using proposals as in Delyon and Hu (2006). Especially in the multivariate case,
the additional freedom in devising good proposals is crucial for obtaining a fea-
sible MCMC procedure. The possibility to exploit special features of the drift
function to achieve high acceptance rates makes this approach interesting for
practitioners. This is illustrated with a practical example in Section 7.2.
• We provide specialised algorithms in case the drift is of the form bθp¨q “ řNi“1 θiϕip¨q
for known functions ϕ1, . . . , ϕN (Cf. algorithms 2 and 3).
• The innovation process is defined using the proposal process. As a result, in our
algorithm (Cf. algorithm 1), the innovations actually never need to be computed.
This implies that our method can also cope with the case where σ is not a square
matrix (which is not the case for example in Fuchs (2013)).
• We illustrate our work using linear guided proposals as introduced in Schauer
et al. (2016) and the proposals introduced in Delyon and Hu (2006). In section
4.4 we give general guidelines on the construction of these proposals. In section
7.2 we show that not taking into account the drift of the diffusion can lead to
extremely small acceptance probabilities for bridges.
• Though we derive all our results in a continuous time setup, for implementa-
tion purposes integrals in likelihood ratios and solutions to stochastic differential
equations need to be approximated on a finite grid. As the drift of our proposal
bridges has a singularity near its endpoint, we introduce a time change and scal-
ing that allows for numerically accurate discretisation and evaluation of the like-
lihood.
The approach with linear guided proposals can be extended to the case of partially
observed diffusions, where for example some components of the diffusion are unob-
served. Though the problem becomes much harder, the underlying structure for con-
structing an algorithm is the same. For details we refer to van der Meulen and Schauer
(2016).
1.2. Outline
In Section 2 we clarify the aforementioned difficulties in a toy example. Here, we set
some general notation and introduce some key ideas used throughout. In section 3
we precisely state our algorithms and introduce the concept of a feasible proposal. In
Section 4 we show that both the proposals from Delyon and Hu (2006) and Schauer
et al. (2016) are feasible. In Section 4.4 we give guidelines on constructing a guiding
term for the proposals from Schauer et al. (2016). Numerical discretisation issues and
the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms are discussed in sections 5
and 6 respectively. Numerical examples are given in Section 7. The appendix contains
a few postponed proofs.
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2. A toy problem
In this section we consider a toy example to illustrate some key ideas to solve the afore-
mentioned problems with a simple data-augmentation algorithm. The type of reparam-
eterisation introduced shortly is not new, and has appeared for example in Roberts and
Stramer (2001). The goal here is to introduce key ideas and point out some of its po-
tential shortcomings in more complex problems. Furthermore, later on we will deal
with more difficult cases and this toy example allows us to sequentially build up an
appropriate framework for that. We consider the diffusion process
dXt “ bpXtqdt` θ dWt, X0 “ u, t P r0, T s,
where b is a known drift function and θ P Θ an unknown scaling parameter. We assume
θ is equipped with a prior distribution pi0pθq and only one observation XT “ v at time
T is available. We aim to draw from the posterior pipθ | XT q. The diffusion process
conditioned on XT “ v is a diffusion process itself. Denote by X‹ the conditioned
diffusion path pXt, t P p0, T qq (conditional on XT “ v). Suppose we wish to iterate a
data-augmentation algorithm and the current iterate is given by pX‹, θq.
Updating X‹: For almost all choices of b, there is no direct way of simulating X‹.
Instead, one can first generate a proposal bridge X˝ and accept with MH-acceptance
probability. As an easy tractable example we choose to take
dXt˝ “ v ´Xt˝T ´ t dt``θ dWt, X0˝ “ u (2.1)
where W is a Brownian Motion on r0, T s.
Denote the laws of X˝ and X‹ (viewed as Borel measures on Cpr0, T s,Rdq) by P˝
and P‹ respectively. We have
dP‹θ
dPθ˝
pX˝q “ rpθp0, u;T, vq
pθp0, u;T, vqΨθpX
˝q, (2.2)
with
ΨθpX˝q “ exp
˜
θ´2
ż T
0
bpXs˝ qdXs˝ ´ 12θ
´2
ż T
0
bpXs˝ q2 ds
¸
.
Here, p denotes the transition densities of the processX and rpp0, u;T, vq “ ϕpv;u, θ2T q
(the density of the Npu, θ2T q-distribution, evaluated at v). Absolute continuity is a
consequence of Girsanov’s theorem applied to the unconditioned processes and the
abstract Bayes’ formula. Now the MH-step consists of generating a proposal X˝ and
accepting it with probability 1 ^ pΨθpX˝q{ΨθpX‹qq (the ratio of transition densities
just acts as a proportionality constant here).
Updating θ: As explained in the introduction, taking the missing segment as missing
data yields the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm reducible. To deal with this problem,
note that by equation (2.1), there exists a mapping g such that X˝ “ gpθ,W q. Define
the process Z by the relation
X‹ “ gpθ, Zq. (2.3)
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Now that Z is defined, rather then drawing from the distribution of θ conditional on
pX0 “ u,XT “ v,X‹q we will sample from the the distribution of θ conditional on
pX0 “ u,XT “ v, Zq. This means that we augment the discrete time observations with
Z instead of X‹. Denote the laws of Z and W by Zθ and W respectively. Suppose the
current iterate is pθ, Zq, where Z can be extracted from θ andX‹ by means of equation
(2.3). The following diagram summarises the notation introduced:
Process Z
gpθ,¨qÝÑ X‹ W gpθ,¨qÝÑ X˝
Measure Zθ P‹θ W Pθ˝
(2.4)
For updating θ we propose a value θ˝ from some proposal distribution qp¨ | θq and
accept the proposal with probability minp1, Aq, where
A “ pi0pθ
˝q
pi0pθq
pθ˝p0, u;T, vq
pθp0, u;T, vq
dZθ˝
dZθ
pZqqpθ | θ
˝q
qpθ˝ | θq . (2.5)
Here, we have implicitly assumed that Zθ˝ and Zθ are equivalent, which is indeed the
case as we have
dZθ˝
dZθ
pZq “ dZθ˝
dW
pZq
N
dZθ
dW
pZq “ dP
‹
θ˝
dPθ˝˝
pgpθ˝, Zqq
N
dP‹θ
dPθ˝
pgpθ, Zqq
and thus results from absolute continuity of P‹θ and Pθ˝. By equation (2.2), we now get
dZθ˝
dZθ
pZq “ pθp0, u;T, vq
pθ˝p0, u;T, vq
rpθ˝p0, u;T, vqrpθp0, u;T, vq Ψθ˝pgpθ
˝, Zqq
Ψθpgpθ, Zqq .
Substituting this expression into equation (2.5) yields
A “ pi0pθ
˝q
pi0pθq
rpθ˝p0, u;T, vqrpθp0, u;T, vq Ψθ˝pgpθ
˝, Zqq
Ψθpgpθ, Zqq
qpθ | θ˝q
qpθ˝ | θq (2.6)
and all terms containing the unknown transition density cancel. In Section 4 we will
show that cancellation of p from the acceptance probability holds much more generally.
The feasibility and efficiency of this algorithm is crucially determined by choice of
the transition kernel q and proposal process X˝. We focus on an appropriate choice
of X˝, though in section 3.3 we give guidelines on appropriate choice of q if the drift
possesses a specific structure with respect to θ.
3. Proposed MCMC algorithms
Our starting point is that under weak assumptions the target diffusion bridge X‹ from
u at time t “ 0 to v at time t “ T is characterised as the solution to the SDE
dX‹t “ b‹θpt,X‹t qdt` σθpt,X‹t qdWt, X‹0 “ u, t P r0, T q, (3.1)
where
b‹θpt, xq “ bθpt, xq ` aθpt, xq∇x log pθpt, x;T, vq (3.2)
and a “ σσ1. Here the transition density of X is denoted by pθ and pθpt, x;T, vq is the
density of the process starting in x at time t, ending in v at time T .
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3.1. Innovation process
Direct forward simulation of X‹ is hardly ever possible, as p is intractable. Instead, we
propose to simulate a process X˝ with induced law that is absolutely continuous with
respect to that of X‹. More precisely, we assume the proposal process X˝ satisfies the
SDE
dXt˝ “ bθ˝pt,Xt˝ qdt` σθpt,Xt˝ qdWt, X0˝ “ u, t P r0, T q (3.3)
We now describe a general parametrisation to decouple the dependence between the
latent paths of the diffusion between discrete time observations and the parameter θ.
The following proposition is key to the definition of the map g. In its statement we
refer to the canonical setup on which an exact SDE can be solved, details are in section
V.10 of Rogers and Williams (2000).
Proposition 3.1. Assume
• the SDEs for X˝ and X‹ are pathwise exact (in the sense of definition V-9.4 of
Rogers and Williams (2000));
• there exists a strong solution for the SDE forX˝ (in the sense of definition V.10.9
of Rogers and Williams (2000)) jointly measurable with respect to starting point,
parameter and path W ;
• P˝ and P‹ are absolutely continuous.
Then there exists a map g and a Wiener process W such that X˝ “ gpθ,W q on the
canonical setup. Furthermore, there exists a process Z such that X‹ “ gpθ, Zq. The
process Z satisfies the SDE
dZt “ µθ
`
Zt
˘
dt` dWt (3.4)
where the map µθ satisfies
σθpt, xqµθpt, xq “ b‹θpt, xq ´ bθ˝pt, xq. (3.5)
Moreover,
dX‹t “ bθ˝pt,X‹t qdt` σθpt,X‹t qdZt, X‹0 “ u, t P r0, T q. (3.6)
Proof. Denote the law of W by W. Existence of g such that X˝ “ gpθ,W q is implied
by existence of a strong solution for the SDE for X˝. If Y satisfies
dYt “ bθ˝pt, Ytqdt` σθpt, YtqdWt, Y0 “ u, t P r0, T q
then Y “ gpθ,W q. Define
Lθ “ exp
˜ż T
0
µθpt, YtqdWt ´
ż T
0
µθpt, Ytq2 dt
¸
and assume for the moment thatEWLθ “ 1. Define the measure Zθ by dZθ “ Lθ dW.
By Girsanov’s theorem, it follows that the process Z defined by equation (3.4) is a
Brownian Motion under the measure Zθ. If we define Y by Y “ gpθ, Zq then
dYt “ bθ˝pt, Ytqdt` σθpt, YtqdZt, Y0 “ u, t P r0, T q
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under Zθ. Plugging (3.4) into this equation shows that
dYt “ b‹θpt, Ytqdt` σθpt, YtqdWt, Y0 “ u, t P r0, T q.
By pathwise uniqueness Y “ X‹ up to indistinguishability under W (because W is a
Wiener process). Hence, X‹ “ gpθ, Zq and (3.6) follows. We have
dZθ
dW
p¨q “ dP
‹
θ
dPθ˝
pgpθ, ¨qq (3.7)
and henceforth existence of µθ such that EWLθ “ 1 follows from our assumption that
P‹θ and Pθ˝ are absolutely continuous.
We refer to the processZ as the innovation process corresponding toX‹ (by analogy
of the terminology of Golightly and Wilkinson (2010) and Chib et al. (2004)). Clearly,
X‹ is related to Z just like X˝ is related to W . Note however that while the law of W
does not depend on θ under W, the law of Z does depend on θ under W.
In the following we will denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative between P˝ and P‹
by Φ:
Φθ :“ dP
‹
θ
dPθ˝
.
3.2. Algorithm
In this section we present an algorithm to sample from the posterior of θ given the dis-
crete observations D “ tX0 “ u,Xt1 “ x1, . . . , Xtn “ xnu. Denote the prior density
on θ by pi0 and let qpθ˝ | θq be the density for proposing θ˝ given the current value
θ. The idea is to define a Metropolis–Hastings sampler on pθ, Zq instead of pθ,X‹q
where Z is the innovation process from the previous section.
More precisely, we construct a Markov chain for pθ, pZiq1ďiďnq, where each Zi is
an innovation process corresponding to the bridge X‹i connecting observation xi´1 to
xi.
Algorithm 1.
1. Initialisation. Choose a starting value for θ and sample i “ 1, . . . , n Wiener
processes Wi and set Zi “Wi.
2. Update Z | pθ,Dq. Independently, for 1 ď i ď n do
(a) Sample a Wiener process Zi˝ .
(b) Sample U „ Up0, 1q. Compute
A1 “ Φθpgpθ, Zi˝ qq
Φθpgpθ, Ziqq .
Set
Zi :“
#
Zi˝ if U ď A1
Zi if U ą A1 .
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3. Update θ | pZ,Dq.
(a) Sample θ˝ „ qp¨ | θq.
(b) Sample U „ Up0, 1q. Compute
A2 “ qpθ | θ
˝q
qpθ˝ | θq
pi0pθ˝q
pi0pθq
nź
i“1
pθ˝pti´1, xi´1; ti, xiq
pθpti´1, xi´1; ti, xiq
Φθ˝pgpθ˝, Ziqq
Φθpgpθ, Ziqq
Set
θ :“
#
θ˝ if U ď A2
θ if U ą A2 .
4. Repeat steps (2) and (3).
Note that in none of these steps we need to compute innovations Z from X‹. This
is a consequence of adapting the definition of the innovations to the bridge proposals
being used.
In step (2) an independent Metropolis-Hastings step is used. Instead, one can also
propose Z˝ based on the current value of Z in the following way
Zt˝ “ ?ρZt `
a
1´ ρWt, (3.8)
where ρ P r0, 1q and W is a Wiener process under W that is independent of Z. In this
case
A1 “
`
dZθ
L
dW
˘ pZq`
dZθ
L
dW
˘ pZ˝q dQρdQTρ pZ˝, Zq,
where Qρpx, yq “ QTρ py, xq. Here we use the general formulation of the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm as explained in Tierney (1998). The second term equals one by
symmetry of Qp¨, ¨q. This implies that the acceptance probability in step 2(b) remains
the same.
Remark 3.2. Different proposals can be obtained by varying b˝ in (3.3) and it is clear
that the mapping g varies accordingly. A good choice obviously affects the acceptance
probability of step 2 in algorithm 1. However, it affects the acceptance probability of
step 3 as well as this step is a joint update of pθ,X‹q. This implies that a proposal θ˝
in step 3 which is “good” (in the sense of being like a draw from the posterior of θ),
may nevertheless be rejected if the mapping g is such that gpθ˝, Zq does not resemble
a bridge with drift and diffusion coefficient indexed by θ˝. Ideally, one would take
g “ gopt, where gopt is defined by the relation X‹ “ goptpθ,W q, with W denoting a
Wiener process.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose qpθ˝ | θq is almost everywhere strictly positive on the support
of the prior for θ. Then the chain induced by algorithm 1 is irreducible.
Proof. Step 2 constitutes a step of a MH-sampler with independent proposals. The
expression for A1 follows directly from equation (3.7). The expression for A2 in step
3 follows in exactly the same way as equation (2.6) was established in the toy-example
(Cf. section 2). The remaining observation needed is the following: As Φθ is the Radon-
Nikodym derivative between two equivalent distributions, it is almost surely strictly
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positive and finite. Since the transition densities are strictly positive as well, both A1
and A2 are strictly positive and the result follows.
At first sight, it may seem that algorithm 1 is not of much practical value. First of
all, the mapping g is unknown. However, as any algorithm derived in continuous time
ultimately has to be approximated by discretisation, we can choose a discretisation
level and compute Y “ gpθ, Zq on a fine grid by discretising the stochastic differential
equation
dYt “ bθ˝pt, Ytqdt` σθpt, YtqdZt.
Second, it seems impossible to compute the acceptance probabilities in steps 2 and 3
because Φθ depends on p and p explicitly pops up in the formula for A2. However, it
turns out that for many choices of b˝ the unknown transition density p only appears as
a multiplicative constant in Φθ such that it cancels the p in the expression for A2. For
future reference, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 3.4. We call a proposalX˝ as defined in equation (3.3) feasible if bθ˝ is such
that both A1 and A2 appearing in algorithm 1 do not depend on the transition density
p.
In section 4 we will give examples of classes of feasible proposals.
3.3. Partially conjugate series prior for the drift
In this subsection we study specific cases of algorithm 1 when the drift is of the form
bϑpxq “
Nÿ
i“1
ϑiϕipxq (3.9)
where ϑ “ pϑ1, . . . , ϑN q is an unknown parameter and ϕ1, . . . , ϕN are known func-
tions on Rd. We assume the diffusion coefficient is parametrised by the parameter γ.
We denote the vector of all unknown parameters by θ “ pϑ, γq and assume these are
assigned independent priors. With slight abuse of notation we use pi0pϑq and pi0pγq
to denote the priors on ϑ and γ respectively (the argument in parentheses will clarify
which prior is meant). In this case it is convenient to choose a conjugate Gaussian prior
for the coefficients, ϑi „ N p0, ξ2i q, for positive scaling constants ξi. Priors for the drift
obtained by specifying a prior distribution on ϑ were previously considered in Ku¨chler
and Sørensen (1997), Bladt and Sørensen (2014) and Van der Meulen et al. (2014).
Upon completing the square, it follows that the distribution of ϑ conditional on γ and
the full path Y of the diffusion is multivariate normal with mean vector W´1γ µγ and
covariance matrix W´1γ . We define for k, ` P t1, . . . , du,
µγrks “
ż T
0
ϕkpYtq1a´1γ pYtqdYt
Σγrk, `s “
ż T
0
ϕkpYtq1a´1γ pYtqϕ`pYtqdt
Wγ “ Σ` diagpξ´21 , . . . , ξ´2N q.
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(For a vector x P Rn we denote the i-th element by xris. To emphasise the dependence
on Y we sometimes also write µγpY q, WγpY q etc). This leads to a natural adaptation
of algorithm 1 from section 3.2.
Algorithm 2. Steps 1, 2 and 4 as in algorithm 1. Assume that σ is invertible. Step 3 is
given by
3.1 Update γ | pϑ,Z,Dq.
(a) Sample γ˝ „ qp¨ | γq.
(b) Sample U „ Up0, 1q. Compute
A3 “ qpγ | γ
˝q
qpγ˝ | γq
pi0pγ˝q
pi0pγq
nź
i“1
ppγ˝,ϑqpti´1, xi´1; ti, xiq
ppγ,ϑqpti´1, xi´1; ti, xiq
Φpγ˝,ϑqpgppγ˝, ϑq, Ziq
Φpγ,ϑqpgppγ, ϑq, Ziqq
Set
γ :“
#
γ˝ if U ď A3
γ if U ą A3 .
3.2 Update ϑ | pγ, Z,Dq.
(a) Compute µg “ µγpgppϑ, γq, Zqq and Wγ “Wγpgppϑ, γq, Zqq.
(b) Sample ϑ˝ „ N pW´1γ µγ ,W´1γ q.
(c) Compute Z˝ such that gppϑ˝, γq, Z˝q “ gppϑ, γq, Zq. Set ϑ “ ϑ˝ and
Z “ Z˝.
Note that computation of Z˝ in step 3.2(c) requires invertibility of σ.
Proof. Suppose pϑ, γ, Zq „ pi, where pi denotes the posterior distribution. Consider
the map f : pϑ, γ, Zq ÞÑ pϑ, γ,X‹q, where X‹ “ gppϑ, γq, Zq. We show that step 3.2
preserves pi. The distribution of pϑ, γ,X‹q is the image measure of the posterior dis-
tribution pi of the tuple pϑ, γ, Zq under f and coincides with the posterior distribution
of pϑ, γ,X‹q. Denote the image measure of pi under f by by pi ˝ f´1. In steps 3.2(a)
and 3.2(b) we apply the mapping f , followed by a Gibbs step in which we draw ϑ˝
conditional on pγ,X‹q. The latter preserves pi ˝ f´1. Hence pϑ˝, γ,X‹q „ pi ˝ f´1.
In step 3.2(c) we we compute pϑ˝, γ, Z˝q as pre-image of pϑ˝, γ,X‹q under f (this is
possible as we assume σ to be invertible). Hence pϑ˝, γ, Z˝q „ pi.
A variation of this algorithm is obtained in case the drift is of the form specified in
equation (3.9) and the diffusion coefficient depends on both ϑ and γ. In this case we
can update γ just as in algorithm 2. Updating ϑ can be done using a random walk type
proposal of the form
qpϑ˝ | ϑq „ Npϑ, αV q,
with α a positive tuning parameter. Motivated by the covariance matrix of the prior
exploited in the case of partial conjugacy we propose to replace V by W´1pϑ,γq. By this
choice, if two components ϑi and ϑj are strongly correlated, the proposed local random
walk proposals have the same correlation structure, which can improve mixing of the
chain.
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Algorithm 3. The same algorithm as Algorithm 2 without the invertibility assumptions
and Step 3.2 replaced by
3.2’ Update ϑ | pγ, Z,Dq.
(a) Set X‹ “ gpϑ,Zq.
(b) Compute Wpϑ,γq.
(c) Sample ϑ˝ „ N pϑ, α2W´1pϑ,γqq.
(d) Compute Wpϑ˝,γq.
(e) Sample U „ Up0, 1q. Compute
A4 “ |Wϑ˝ |
1{2
|Wϑ|1{2 exp
ˆ
´ 1
2α2
pϑ˝ ´ ϑq1pWϑ˝ ´Wϑqpϑ˝ ´ ϑq
˙
ˆ pi0pϑ
˝q
pi0pϑq
nź
i“1
ppγ,ϑ˝qpti´1, xi´1; ti, xiq
ppγ,ϑqpti´1, xi´1; ti, xiq
Φpγ,ϑ˝qpgppγ, ϑ˝q, Ziqq
Φpγ,ϑqpgppγ, ϑq, Ziqq .
Set
ϑ :“
#
ϑ˝ if U ď A4
ϑ if U ą A4 .
The following argument gives some guidance in the choice of α. If the target dis-
tribution is a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution Ndpµ,Σq and the proposal is of
the form ϑ˝ „ qpϑ˝, ϑq „ Ndpϑ, α2Σqq, then optimal choices for α and Σq are
given by Σq “ Σ and α “ 2.38{
?
d, cf. Rosenthal (2011). Hence, we will choose
α “ 2.38{adimpϑq, which corresponds to an average acceptance probability equal
to 0.234. Although this procedure will not be optimal for the examples considered, it
provides an automatic choice and avoids tedious pilot runs.
4. Feasible proposals
In this section we discuss examples of proposals that enable application of algorithm
1. First we discuss the prerequisites for this in general. Trivially, we should be able to
sample a discretised version of the process X˝. This can be done using a discretisation
method for stochastic differential equations, such as Euler-discretisation. Secondly, it
is required that the assumptions of proposition 3.1 are satisfied. Third, we need our
proposal to be feasible in the sense of definition 3.4. This requires choosing b˝ such
that Φθ “ dP‹θ{dPθ˝ contains the transition density p solely as a multiplicative factor
in the denominator. As θ is fixed throughout this section, we drop it temporarily from
our notation. It is not too hard to see why p would only show up as a multiplicative
factor in the denominator. Denote the laws ofX ,X˝ andX‹ on Cr0, ts by Pt, P˝,t and
P‹,t respectively. If t “ T we will omit time dependence. We have
dP‹,t
dP˝,t
pX˝q “ ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq
pp0, u;T, vq
dPt
dP˝,t
pX˝q
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(see for instance the proof of proposition 1 in Schauer et al. (2016)). Hence p shows
up only in the first term on the right-hand-side. Upon taking the limit t Ò T of the
expectation on the right-hand-side, the term ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq may vanish, depending on
the precise form of b˝. For the proposals of sections 4.1 and 4.2 ahead, a formal proof
of this can be found in Delyon and Hu (2006) and Schauer et al. (2016) respectively.
In the following we will sketch the argument for the disappearance of ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq
under t Ò T .
4.1. Proposals by Delyon and Hu
Delyon and Hu (2006) introduced proposals for which
b˝pt, xq “ λbpt, xq ` v ´ x
T ´ t , (4.1)
where λ P t0, 1u. When evaluated for x “ Xt˝ , the pulling term pv ´ Xt˝ q{pT ´ tq
forces X˝ to hit v at time T . Sufficient conditions for absolute continuity and expres-
sions for the likelihood ratio of the laws of X‹ and X˝ are derived in Delyon and Hu
(2006). However, the proportionality constants in the derived likelihood ratio are miss-
ing. Whereas for generating diffusion bridges using a MH-sampler these constants are
irrelevant, they do matter for step 3 of algorithm 1 (because the constants depend on θ).
In case of a one-dimensional diffusion, the constant in the Radon-Nikodym derivative
is derived in Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts (2012). The extension to the multivariate
case brings no surprises. Here we consider the case λ “ 0. It turns out that the deriva-
tive can be obtained by rewriting the expression obtained from applying Girsanov’s
theorem
dP‹,t
dP˝,t
pX˝q “ exp pJtpX˝qq ˆ ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq
ϕpv;Xt˝ , pT ´ tqapt,Xt˝ qq (4.2)
ˆ 1
pp0, u;T, vq p2piT q
´d{2|det apt,Xt˝ q|´1{2 exp
ˆ
´ 1
2T
pv ´ uq1ap0, uq´1pv ´ uq
˙
.
Here ϕpx;µ, aq denotes the value of the normal density with mean µ and variance a,
evaluated at x and the functional Jt is defined by
JtpX˝q “
ż t
0
bps,Xs˝ q1a´1ps,Xs˝ qdXs˝ ´ 12
ż t
0
bps,Xs˝ q1a´1ps,Xs˝ qbps,Xs˝ qds
´ 1
2
ż t
0
pT ´ sq´1pv ´Xs˝ q1 ˛ da´1ps,Xs˝ qpv ´Xs˝ q,
where the ˛-integral is obtained as the limit of sums where the integrand is computed
at the right limit of each time interval as opposed to the left limit used in the definition
of the Ito¯ integral. It can be shown that all terms are well-behaved under the limit t Ò T
and that
ΦpX˝q “ exp pJT pX˝qq ϕpv;u, ap0, uqq
pp0, u;T, vq
dˇˇˇˇ
det ap0, uq
det apT, vq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
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The term ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq appearing in (4.2) is essentially cancelled by ϕpv;Xt˝ , pT ´
tqapt,Xt˝ qq in the limit. From the expression for Φ we see that the factor pp0, u;T, vq
solely appears as a multiplicative constant in the denominator of the Radon-Nikodym
derivative between the target bridge and proposal bridge. Therefore, the proposals de-
rived from (4.1) are feasible.
4.2. Guided proposals
In this section we review a flexible class of proposal processes X˝ that was developed
and studied in Schauer et al. (2016). We will use this framework in the remainder and
provide a recap of the relevant results in this section. For precise statements of these
results we refer the reader to Schauer et al. (2016).
The basic idea is to replace the generally intractable transition density p that appears
in the dynamics of the target bridge (see equations (3.1) and (3.2)) by the transition
density of a diffusion process rX for which it is known in closed form. Assume rX
satisfies the SDE d rXt “ rbpt, rXtqdt ` rσpt, rXtqdWt. Denote the transition density ofrX by rpps, x;T, vq and set ra “ rσrσ1. Define the process X˝ as the solution of the SDE
(3.3) with
b˝pt, xq “ bpt, xq ` apt, xq∇x log rppt, x;T, vq. (˝˝)
A process X˝ constructed in this way is referred to as a guided proposal (a guiding
term is superimposed on the drift to ensure the process hits v at time T ).
We reduce notation by writing pps, xq for pps, x;T, vq. Define
Rps, xq “ log pps, xq, rps, xq “ ∇Rps, xq, Hps, xq “ ´∆Rps, xq, (4.3)
where ∇ and ∆ denote the gradient and Laplacian with respect to x respectively. Sim-
ilarly, write rpps, xq instead of rpps, x;T, vq, etc. In Schauer et al. (2016) sufficient con-
ditions for absolute continuity of P‹ and P˝ are established together with a closed form
expression for the Radon-Nikodym derivative. It turns out that
dP‹,t
dP˝,t
pX˝q “ rpp0, uq
pp0, uq
ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vqrppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq exp
ˆż t
0
Gps,Xs˝ qds
˙
,
where G is given by
Gps, xq “ pbps, xq ´rbps, xqq1rps, xq
´ 1
2
tr
´
raps, xq ´ raps, xqs ” rHps, xq ´ rps, xqrps, xq1ı¯ (4.4)
(Cf. proposition 1 in Schauer et al. (2016)). Upon taking the expectation and the limit
t Ò T it is proved in Schauer et al. (2016) that
ΦpX˝q “ rpp0, uq
pp0, uq exp
˜ż T
0
Gps,Xs˝ qds
¸
. (4.5)
This time the term ppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq is essentially cancelled by rppt,Xt˝ ;T, vq and hence-
forth disappears in the limit. From the expression of Φ we deduce that guided proposals
are feasible.
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The class of linear processes,
d rXt “ rBptq rXt dt` rβptqdt` rσptqdWt, (4.6)
is a flexible class with known transition densities and its induced guided proposals
satisfy the conditions for absolute continuity derived in Schauer et al. (2016) under
weak conditions on rB, rβ and rσ. Proposal processes X˝ derived by choosing a linear
process as in (4.6) will be referred to as linear guided proposals. One key requirement
for absolute continuity of X‹ and X˝ is that rσ is such that rapT q “ prσrσ1qpT q “
apT, vq. A particularly simple type of guiding proposals is obtained upon choosing
d rXt “ rβptqdt` σpT, vqdWt. For this particular choice
b˝pt, xq “ bpt, xq ` apt, xqapT, vq
´1
T ´ t
˜
v ´ x´
ż T
t
rβpsqds¸ . (4.7)
Depending on the precise form of b and σ it can nevertheless be advantageous to use
guided proposals induced for non-zero rB. In section 4.4 we discuss several strategies
for choosing the process rX .
Remark 4.1. For guided proposals, it is easily seen that the process Z appearing in
proposition 3.1 satisfies (3.5) with µpt, xq “ σ1pt, xq prpt, xq ´ rpt, xqq.
Remark 4.2. In case b and σ are of the forms bps, xq “ βpsq ` Bpsqx and σps, xq “
σpsq, then we can trivially takerb “ b and rσ “ σ. By equation (4.4) it follows that in this
case Ψ ” 1. This implies thatA2 in algorithm 1 does not depend on tZi, i “ 1, . . . , nu
and simulating diffusion bridges is unnecessary. That is, step 2 of algorithm 1 can be
omitted.
4.3. Drift-independent guided proposals
The proposals with λ “ 1 provided by Delyon and Hu (2006) are a special case of
guided proposals only in case σ is constant. These are recovered upon choosing rb ” 0
and rσ “ σ. Proposals with λ “ 0 are a special case when both b and σ are constant
and correspond to choosing rb “ b and rσ “ σ. The latter type of proposals enjoys quite
some popularity in the literature, especially when discretised with the multiplicative
correction term added to the diffusion term introduced by Durham and Gallant (2002)
(the resulting discrete time proposal is called the modified diffusion bridge, we get back
to this in section 5). As such proposals are independent of the drift these can only work
satisfactory if the drift in locally constant.
In this article we do not aim to make a formal comparison of guided proposals
and Delyon-Hu proposals. Nevertheless, we wish to remark that for the latter class of
proposals both in case λ “ 0 and when λ “ 1 the resulting bridges may not resemble
true bridges. An illuminating example is given in the introductory section of Schauer
et al. (2016) and we refer to that paper for further discussion on this rather subtle
issue. In case the reader is uncomfortable with the additional freedom for choosing the
process rX , proposals similar (but not equal to) Delyon-Hu proposals can be obtained
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by taking d rXt “ σpT, vqdWt, where σpT, vqσpT, vq1 “ apT, vq. In that case we get
proposals with
b˝pt, xq “ bpt, xq ` apt, xqapT, vq´1 v ´ x
T ´ t .
Proposals that ignore the drift completely can be defined by
b˝pt, xq “ apt, xqapT, vq´1 v ´ x
T ´ t ,
We call these drift-independent guided proposals. The acceptance probability for drift-
independent proposals can easily be obtained from (4.5) and equals
ΦpX˝q “ rpp0, uq
pp0, uq exp
˜ż T
0
Gps,Xs˝ qds`
ż T
0
bps,Xs˝ q1a´1ps,Xs˝ qdXs˝
´1
2
ż T
0
bps,Xs˝ q1a´1ps,Xs˝ q
„
bps,Xs˝ q ` 2aps,Xs˝ qapT, vq´1 v ´Xs˝T ´ s

ds
¸
,
where G is computed with rb ” 0 and ra “ apT, vq.
4.4. Choice of guided proposals
In this section we discuss the choice of guided proposals. We propose the following
strategies:
1. Linearisation of the drift. In some examples there is a natural point at which
to linearise, as in example 4.3. If this is not the case, one can use a (weighted)
regression, as explained in example 4.4.
2. Solving the dynamical system associated to the SDE. Suppose xptq satisfies the
deterministic differential equation
dxptq “ bpt, xptqq dt, xp0q “ x0. (4.8)
Then
d rXt “ bpxptqq dt` rσ dWt. (4.9)
is clearly of the form (4.6) with rβptq “ bpxptqq, rB ” 0 and rσ “ σpT, vq. This
approach is illustrated in example 4.5.
3. Combined approach. Approximate bpt,Xtq with bpt, xptqq ` V pt, xptqqpXt ´
xptqq, where V pt, yq is the matrix with elements V pt, yqi,j “ Bbipt, yq { Byj for
y P Rd. This gives linear guided proposals with
rβptq “ bpt, xptqq ´ V pt, xptqqxptq and rBptq “ V pt, xptqq.
This is closely related to the linear noise approximation of the SDE for X as
used in Whitaker et al. (2015).
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4. Iterative linearisation procedures. A further technique using ideas by Whitaker
et al. (2015) is obtained by setting rβptq “ bpt,E“X¯‹ptq‰qwhere X¯‹ is a tractable
diffusion bridge from u to v (derived for example from a preliminary linear ap-
proximation to X).
We will always have rβp0q “ bp0, uq and rβpT q “ bpT, vq. Linear interpolation
gives rβptq “ p1´ t{T qbp0, uq ` pt{T qbpT, vq. (4.10)
Example 4.3. Let X be the diffusion process described by the SDE
dXt “ pα arctanpXtq ` βqdt` σ dWt. (4.11)
If α ă 0, pi2α ă β ă ´pi2α this process is mean reverting to tanp´β{αq. For x «
tanp´β{αq
bpxq « α cos2p´β{αqpx´ tanp´β{αqq.
So it makes sense to take linear proposals with
rB “ α cos2p´β{αq, rβ “ 12α sinp2β{αq and rσ “ σ.
Example 4.4. Here we consider a simple example in which the dynamics of a chemical
reaction network are approximated by a system of stochastic differential equations.
Suppose we have four reactions among chemicals A, B and C:
H θ1Ñ A A θ2Ñ B
A`B θ3Ñ C 2C θ4ÑH
The amount of the chemicalsA,B, C at time t can be modelled as a pure jump Markov
process which can subsequently be approximated by the diffusion process Xt P R3
which solves the Chemical Langevin Equation (Fuchs (2013), chapter 4)
dXt “ ShθpXtqdt` S diagp
a
hθpXtqqdWt (4.12)
driven by a R4-valued Brownian motion. Here
S “
»–1 ´1 ´1 00 1 ´1 0
0 0 1 ´2
fifl
is the stoichiometry matrix of the system describing the chemical reactions and hθpxq “
θ ˝ hpxq is a function describing the hazard for a particular reaction to happen. Here ˝
denotes the Hadamard (or entrywise) product of two vectors and
θ “ rθ1, θ2, θ3, θ4s1 hpxq “ r1, x1, x1x2, x3px3 ´ 1q{2s1.
We choose rB and rβ to depend on θ (but not on time) so that rBx` rβ approximates
bθpxq. While it is possible to take different approximations specifically tailored for each
bridge segment, it is computationally advantageous to work with a global approxima-
tion to bθ (as we need to evaluate rp in the expression for A2, see also the discussion
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in section 6). To this end, we replace h by a linear approximation rh which allows for
obtaining rBθ and rβθ from the equationrBθx` rβθ “ Spθ ˝ rhpxqq.
As the first two components of hpxq are linear, we take rh1pxq “ h1pxq and rh2pxq “
h2pxq. We approximate h3 by rh3pxq “ c3 ` u3,1x1 ` u3,2x2. Values for c3, u3,1 and
u3,2 are obtained from a weighted linear regression of x1x2 on x1 and x2, with weights
proportional to x1x2. Similarly, we take rh4pxq “ c4 ` u4,3x3. Values for c4 and u4,3
are obtained from a weighted linear regression of 12x3px3 ´ 1q on x3, with weights
proportional to x3px3 ´ 1q. We take a weighted regression in this way because for
a good proposal the error matters more if the corresponding dispersion component is
small. For rσ we choose rσ “ S diagˆbrhθpxiq˙ on the segment between times ti´1
and ti.
Note that this approach for constructing rB and rβ can be applied generally to stochas-
tic differential equations arising from chemical reaction networks.
Example 4.5. The Lotka-Volterra model with multiplicative noise (cf. Khasminskii
and Klebaner (2001)) is given by the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation
dXt “ pθXt ´XtYtq dt` σXt ˝ dW p1qt , X0 “ x0
dYt “ p´θYt `XtYtq dt` σYt ˝ dW p2qt , Y0 “ y0.
(4.13)
By Ito¯’s formula, pξt, ηtq “ plogXt, log Ytq satisfies
dξt “
`
θ ´ eηt˘ dt` σ dW p1qt , ξ0 “ log x0
dηt “
´
´θ ` eξt
¯
dt` σ dW p2qt η0 “ log y0.
Proposals for a bridge that hits pξT , ηT q “ plogXT , log YT q at time T can be derived
from the deterministic dynamical system associated with (4.13). The deterministic sys-
tem px, yq has trajectories xye´ 1θ px`yq “ K with K depending on x0, y0. The trajec-
tory can be parametrised by
xpzq “ z
2
˘
a
z2 ´ 4Kez{θ, ypzq “ z ´ xpzq,
where time is implicit and can be recovered from z by the equation θ
?
z2 ´ 4Kez{θ dt “
˘ dz (Cf. Steiner and Gander (1999)). We obtain guided proposals for pξt˝ , ηt˝ q by tak-
ing rB ” 0 and rβptq “ pθ ´ xptq,´θ ` yptqq1. These proposals can subsequently be
transformed to proposals for pXt˝ , Yt˝ q.
5. Numerical discretisation of guided proposals
Simulation of X˝ and numerical evaluation of ΨpX˝q :“ exp
´şT
0
Gps,Xs˝ qds
¯
is
numerically cumbersome since the drift of X˝ and the integrand G explode for s near
the endpoint T .
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Example 5.1. Suppose σ is constant and we take rX “ σ dWt. Then we have rps, xq “ra´1pv´xq{pT ´sq, where ra “ σσ1. Hence the drift of the SDE forX˝ explodes when
s Ò T . Furthermore,
log ΨpX˝q “
ż T
0
bps,Xs˝ q1rps,Xs˝ qds “ ż T
0
bps,Xs˝ q1ra´1 v ´Xs˝T ´ s ds,
which shows the integrand explodes as well.
In this section we explain how these numerical problems can be dealt with using a
time change and scaling of the proposal process. The purpose is not solely obtaining a
more accurate discretisation scheme for the SDE, but above all accurate evaluation of
the integral appearing in ΨpX˝q.
For the particular example just given Clark (1990) proposed to perform a time
change and scaling of the proposal process to remove the singularities. Define τC :
r0,8q Ñ r0, T q by τCpsq “ T p1 ´ e´sq and UCs “ es{2pv ´ X˝τCpsqq. Then UC
satisfies the stochastic differential equation
dUCs “ ´ T e´s{2bpT p1´ e´sq, v ´ e´s{2UCs qds´ 12U
C
s ds´
?
Tσ dWs,
which behaves like a zero-mean mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as s Ñ
8. Furthermore,
log ΨpX˝q “
ż 8
0
e´s{2bpτCpsq, v ´ e´s{2UCs q1Tra´1UCs ds
(note that there are some minor typographical errors in Clark (1990)). Clearly, if b is
bounded, this removes the singularity near T , but at the cost of having to deal with an
infinite integration interval. For this reason, we propose a different time-change and
scaling.
The time change and scaling due to Clark (1990) is a special case obtained from con-
sidering the process Us “ mpsq
´
vpτpsqq ´X˝τpsq
¯
, where s ÞÑ τpsq is nondecreas-
ing. The choice by Clark (1990) corresponds to τpsq “ T p1´ e´sq and mpsq “ es{2.
In the following we denote the time derivatives of m and τ by 9m and 9τ respectively.
The time changed process U “ pUs, s P r0, T qq satisfies the stochastic differential
equation
dUs “
ˆ
9mpsq
mpsqUs ´mpsq 9τpsqb
˝pτpsq, v ´ Us{mpsqq
˙
ds
´mpsqa 9τpsqσpτpsq, v ´ Us{mpsqq dWs
Using the setting of example 5.1, we motivate another choice of τ and m for im-
proving numerical accuracy. For the example, the drift of U is given by
´mpsq 9τpsqbpτpsq, v ´ Us{mpsqq `
ˆ
9mpsq
mpsq ´
9τpsq
T ´ τpsq
˙
Us
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and log ΨpX˝q can be expressed in terms of U as followsż τpT q
τp0q
bpτpsq, v ´ Us{mpsqqra´1 Us
mpsq
9τpsq
T ´ τpsq ds. (5.1)
As shown in Schauer et al. (2016), up to a logarithmic term, v ´Xs˝ „
?
T ´ s for s
close to T . Therefore, Us „ mpsq
a
T ´ τpsq which implies that the possibly explod-
ing part of the integral in (5.1) satisfies
Us
mpsq
9τpsq
T ´ τpsq „
9τpsqa
T ´ τpsq .
To make this constant, we take τpsq “ sp2 ´ s{T q. Furthermore, we choose mpsq “
1{pT ´sq (see section 5.4 for a justification). With these choice of τ and m, U satisfies
the SDE
dUs “ ´ 2
T
bpτpsq, v´pT´sqUsqds´ 1
T ´ sUs ds´
c
2
T
1?
T ´ sσ dWs, U0 “
v ´ u
T
.
Compared to the original SDE for X˝, we see that an additional exploding factor
appears in the diffusion coefficient. At first sight, this may seem like we have wors-
ened the numerical problems. Note however that the integral we wish to evaluate
(log ΨpX˝q) behaves much better now. For s « T , the process U behaves like a mean-
zero stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, with balanced increased mean-reversion
and diffusivity. The process UC proposed by Clark (1990) behaves like an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process for large times as well, and we see that with our choice of τ we
speed up time to run through this process much faster, preventing us from evaluating
an integral over an unbounded integration region.
5.1. Time changing and scaling of linear guided proposals
Based on the motivational derivations of the preceding section, we define a convenient
time change and scaling in this section. To do this, we need a few more results from
Schauer et al. (2016). If rX is a linear process (satisfying equation (4.6)), then
rps, xq “ rHpsqpvpsq ´ xq, (5.2)
where
vpsq “ F ps, T qv ´
ż T
s
F ps, zqrβpzqdz (5.3)
(r and rH are defined in equation (4.3)). Here F pt, sq “ F ptqF psq´1 with F ptq the
fundamental dˆ d matrix that satisfies
F ptq “ I`
ż t
0
rBpzqF pzqdz. (5.4)
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Define the process U by
Us :“
vpτpsqq ´X˝τpsq
T ´ s . (5.5)
This implies
X˝τpsq “ vpτpsqq ´ pT ´ sqUs “: Γps, Usq. (5.6)
Lemma 5.2. The time changed process U “ pUs, s P r0, T qq satisfies the stochastic
differential equation
dUs “ 2
T
9vpτpsqq ds´ 2
T
bpτpsq,Γps, Usqqds
` 1
T ´ s
´
I´ 2apτpsq,Γps, UsqqJpsq
¯
Us ds
´
c
2
T
1?
T ´ sσpτpsq,Γps, UsqqdWs, U0 “
v ´ u
T
(5.7)
where W is a Brownian motion and J defined by
Jpsq “ rHpτpsqqpT ´ τpsqq (5.8)
satisfies limsÒT rapsqJpsq “ I. Moreover,ż T
0
Gps,Xs˝ qds “ 2
ż T
0
pb´rbq1pτpsq,Γps, UsqqJpsqUs ds
´
ż T
0
tr
„ pa´ raqpτpsq,Γps, Usqq
T ´ s Jpsq
`
I´ T UsU 1sJpsq
˘
ds.
If we simulate U on an equidistant grid we can recoverX˝ on a non-equidistant grid
from equation (5.6). This implies X˝ is evaluated on an increasingly finer grid as s in-
creases to T . In our implementation, all computations are done in time-changed/scaled
domain, and the mapping g is in fact defined by setting U “ gpθ, Z˝q, where Z˝ is the
driving Brownian Motion for U .
5.2. Numerical illustrations
In this section we present results of simulations to assess the decrease in discretisation
error using the proposed time change and scaling. As a comparison, we also consider
various alternative discretisation schemes. In all cases, we use the equidistant grid by
imputing m ´ 1 points on r0, T s for discretisation. Define h “ T {m and set tj “ jh,
j “ 0, . . . ,m. The alternatives we consider are:
1. Euler discretisation of the SDE for X˝.
2. The Modified Diffusion Bridge (MDB) discretisation introduced in Durham and
Gallant (2002). This discretisation is obtained by applying Euler discretisation
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to the SDE for X˝ and adding a correction term to the diffusion coefficient. This
gives the scheme tX˘t˝ju where
X˘t˝j`1 “ X˘t˝j ` b˝ptj , X˘t˝j qptj`1 ´ tjq ` σptj , X˘t˝j q
d
T ´ tj`1
T ´ tj pWtj`1 ´Wtj q
(5.9)
3. Euler discretisation of the SDE for the time-changed process using τ , but without
the scaling. This means that we apply Euler discretisation to the SDE
dVs “ b˝pτpsq, Vsq 9τpsqds`
a
9τpsqσpτpsq, VsqdWs, V0 “ u
where Vs “ X˝τpsq.
The first two of these schemes have gained quite some popularity in the literature, the
third one is included to assess the effect of including a scaling.
Within the simulation study, we considered b ” 0 and bpxq “ ´ arctanpxq. We
considered two types of guided proposals X˝:
1. proposals generated by choosing d rXt “ σpT, vqdWt which gives pulling termrpt, xq “ σpT, vq´2pv ´ xq{pT ´ tq (BM-pull)
2. proposals generated by choosing d rXt “ ´β rXt dt ` σpT, vqdWt, which gives
pulling term
rpt, xq “ 2β
σ2pT, vqe
´βpT´tq v ´ xe´βpT´tq
1´ e´2βpT´tq . (OU-pull)
In the simulation study we are interested in accurate discretisation of the likelihood
given in equation (4.5) which appears in the acceptance probabilities of the algo-
rithms of Section 3.2 (whether the considered pulling terms are good choices is of
minor importance for that purpose). More precisely, we evaluate the discretisation of
the path-integrals IpX˝q “ şT
0
Gps,Xs˝ qds in case of discretisation of the SDE for
X˝, IpV q “ şT
0
Gpτpsq, Vsq 9τpsqds in case of discretisation of the SDE for V and
IpUq “ şT
0
Gpτpsq, vpτpsq ´ pT ´ sqUsq 9τpsqds in case of discretisation of the SDE
for U . At the finest discretisation level, we divide r0, T s into 2L intervals of equal
length. If h “ T {2L, then tj “ jh, j “ 0, . . . , 2L. We start by simulating on the finest
grid. Next we redo the simulation on the grid of length 2L´1 using the same Wiener
process increments. This can be continued iteratively (until there are only 2 intervals
of equal length). The simulation study was run as follows:
1. Generate the sequence ttju with h “ T {2L.
2. Generate Wiener increments on the generated grid.
3. Simulate a realisation X˝,L of the diffusion bridge with the generated Wiener
increments. Compute and store IpX˝,Lq.
4. for k=L-1 downto 2
• Coarsen the grid by removing the 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc point from the grid
and aggregate the Wiener-increments. Simulate a realisation X˝,k of the
diffusion bridge with these Wiener increments.
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• Compute the error ek “ IpX˝,kq ´ IpX˝,Lq.
5. Repeat steps 1 up till 4 B times and compute the Root Mean Squared Error of
all errors using an equal number of grid-points.
We chose L sufficiently large such that the approximation for I is virtually the same
for all discretisation methods. As quadrature rule we used the midpoint rule, where the
integrand is evaluated at the left-point.
In the simulations, we simulated bridges starting in u “ 0 at time 0 and ending
in v “ 3 at time T “ 1. The results of the simulations are in figure 1 where we
considered both σ “ 1 and σpxq “ 1 ` 0.3 sinp3xq. By definition, there is no error
in the lower-left panel. From the simulation results we see that for various combined
choices of drift, diffusion coefficient and pulling term, our approach performs best. We
have run simulations with other values for v, T , b and σ leading qualitatively to the
same conclusion.
The beneficial effect of the time change and scaling is further illustrated in the ex-
amples of Sections 7.1 and 7.2.
5.3. Order of convergence
Ideally, one would derive a result on the order of convergence of each of the discussed
discretisation methods for approximating I . We feel that this is outside the scope of
this paper. As noted in Papaspiliopoulos et al. (2013) (page 676): “Quantitative results
on the relative efficiency of discretisation schemes are scarce in the literature.” In case
b “ 0 and σ is constant (which is the simplest case to consider), Papaspiliopoulos et al.
(2013) show that the strong order of convergence of the Euler scheme is Op?δq at
T ´ δ. This shows that the usual higher Opδq strong order (which holds for diffusions
with additive noise) is lost due to the exploding behaviour of the drift. Along similar
lines as in Papaspiliopoulos et al. (2013) one can prove that the strong order δ is main-
tained if the time-change and scaling is used. Admittedly, this is a rather weak result
since (i) the case b “ 0 and σ constant is very specific, (ii) the focus is on accurate
evaluation of a path integral of the proposal bridge and not solely the process at spec-
ified points. The concept of strong order is not really needed here: we are interested
in almost sure convergence of Euler approximation pathwise. Under local Lipschitz
conditions on the drift and diffusion coefficients, the pathwise convergence rate of the
Euler scheme coincides up to an arbitrarily small ε ą 0 with its strong convergence
rate 1{2 (Cf. Gyo¨ngy (1998)). We expect the same pathwise convergence rate to hold
for the integrals, when approximated using the proposed time-change and scaling. In
this sense, it is not unexpected that the lower panel in figure 1 shows lines with slopes
close to either 1{2 (Euler, Mdb) or 1 (Euler-V, Euler-U).
5.4. Motivation for the scaling
Consider the SDE for rX as defined in equation (4.6). The corresponding fundamental
matrix is given in equation (5.4). Define the process rX‹ as the process rX , conditioned
on rXT “ v. Then rX‹ is a linear process itself with drift rb‹pt, xq “ rBptqx ` rβptq `
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FIGURE 1. log2pRMSEq of Ip¨q versus log2pnr of segmentsq.
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raptq rHptqpvptq ´ xq and diffusion coefficient rσ‹ptq “ σptq. Denote the corresponding
fundamental matrix by F ‹. Hence F ‹ satisfies
d
dt
F ‹ptq “
´ rBptq ´ raptq rHptq¯F ‹ptq, F ‹p0q “ I.
Theorem 5.3. Fix a nondecreasing differentiable mapping τ : r0, T s Ñ r0,8q. If we
define the scaling matrixm bympsq “ pT ´sqF ‹pτpsqq´1. then the process U defined
by
Us “ mpsq
”
vpτpsqq ´X˝τpsq
ı
(with s ÞÑ vpsq as defined in equation (5.3)) satisfies the SDE
dUs “
ˆ
´ Us
T ´ s ´m 9τ
”
bpτ,Γq ´rbpτ,Γq
`papτ,Γq ´ rapτqq rHpτqm´1Usı¯ ds´m? 9τσpτ,ΓqdWs,
where Γ ” Γps, Usq “ vpτpsqq ´mpsq´1Us. To lighten the notation we have written
τ , 9τ and m to denote τpsq, 9τpsq and mpsq respectively.
The proof is deferred to the appendix (section B).
Corollary 5.4. Let U¯ti denote the Euler approximation at time ti of U . If apt, xq ”
apT, vq “ ra and bpt, xq “ rbpt, xq “ rBptqx` rβptq, then
E
“
Uti | Uti´1 “ u
‰ “ E“U¯ti | U¯ti´1 “ u‰ .
Proof. In this case
dUs “ ´ Us
T ´ s ds´m
?
9τσpτ,ΓqdWs.
Hence
E
“
Uti | Uti´1 “ u
‰ “ T ´ ti
T ´ ti´1u.
It is easy to see that this coincides with E
“
U¯ti | U¯ti´1 “ u
‰
.
This shows that if we use linear guided proposals and use the scaling matrix m de-
fined in theorem 5.3, then the Euler approximation of the process U has the correct
conditional expectation when X itself is a linear process. Note that this is not necessar-
ily the case without applying the scaling.
In case rβ “ 0, rB “ 0 and rσptq “ rσ, we have F ‹ptq “ I{pT ´ tq and mpsq “
1{pT pT ´ sqqI. This means that we should have mpsq “ Op1{pT ´ sqq for s « T .
6. Computational costs and implementation
In this section we discuss the computational cost of using guided proposals. For com-
parison, we add the computational cost of Delyon-Hu type proposals. Here we only
consider the cost of imputation by diffusion bridges (including the computation of their
acceptance probabilities). Let
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şT
t
βθ ds exp psBq Bλ` λB1 “ ra
Delyon-Hu 0 0 0rbpt, xq “ βθptq NMK 0 0rbpt, xq “ Bx` βθptq NMK N Mrbpt, xq “ Bθx` βθptq NMK NK MK
TABLE 1
Overview of computational cost for simulating proposals.
• K denote the number of iterations of the data-augmentation algorithm;
• M denote the number of segments for imputations (so M ` 1 is the number of
discrete-time observations);
• N denote the number of Euler-step applied to each segment.
The computational costs of simulating proposals are summarised in table 6. We give
some elucidation on this table.
1. Applying guided proposals with rB ” 0 gives minor additional computations
compared to Delyon-Hu type proposals. One merely needs to compute
şT
t
βθpsqds
on the whole augmented grid during all simulations. If β does not depend on θ
this computation needs to be carried out only once on the whole grid.
2. If rB ı 0, then simulation of U as defined in equation (5.7) requires evaluation of
both 9v and J , where v and J are defined in equations (5.3) and (5.8) respectively.
As 9vpsq “ rBpsqvpsq ` rβpsq, evaluating 9v requires evaluation of v. This in turn
requires evaluation of matrix exponentials. For evaluating J , we first compute λ
as the solution to continuous time Lyapunov equation Bλ`λB1 “ ´ra. Using λ
we can evaluate J using
Jpsq “ zpsq
´
e´ rBθzpsqλe´ rB1θzpsq ´ λ¯´1 ,
where zpsq “ T ´ τpsq. These functions need to be computed on the whole
augmented grid in each iteration. In case rB does not depend on θ, both J and 9v
can be precomputed on a grid in advance to the MCMC-algorithm, preventing
multiple expensive matrix exponential computations.
Besides simulation of the proposals, an acceptance probability needs to be com-
puted. This requires evaluation of certain integrals of the proposal. A potential dis-
advantage of Delyon-Hu type proposals is that inverses appear. Moreover, stochastic
integrals need to be approximated.
7. Examples
The source code of the examples is available online.1 It is written in the programming
language Julia (Bezanson et al. (2012)).
1See https://github.com/mschauer/BayesEstDiffusion.jl.
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7.1. Example for one-dimensional diffusion
In this section we discuss example 4.3. The goal is twofold: (i) to show that the pro-
posed algorithm does not deteriorate when increasing the number of imputed points,
(ii): to show that the discretisation scheme of section 5 reduces discretisation error.
We take the diffusion process with dynamics of (4.11). Assume that we observe
X at times points t “ 0, 0.3, 0.6 . . . , T “ 30 and wish to estimate pα, β, σq. As true
values we took α “ ´2, β “ 0 and σ “ 0.75. For generating the discrete time data
we simulated the process on r0, T s at 400 001 equidistant time points using the Euler
scheme and take a subsample.
For α and β we chose apriori independently a N p0, ξ2q-distribution with variance
ξ2 “ 5. For log σ we used an uninformative flat prior. We applied algorithm 2 with
ρ “ 0 in (3.8) with random walk proposals for qpσ˝ | σq of the form log σ˝ :“ log σ`u
with u „ Up´0.1, 0.1q.
We initialised the sampler with α “ ´0.1, β “ ´0.1 and σ “ 2 and varied the
number of imputed points over m “ 10, 100 and 1000. Acceptance rates for proposed
bridges were in all cases between 94% and 95% and for σ between 72% and 73%.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the results of running the MCMC chain for 10.000 itera-
tions using m “ 10, 100, 1000 imputed points respectively for each bridge (including
endpoints), both with time change and without. Two things stand out: firstly, increasing
the number of imputed points m does not worsen the mixing of the chain and secondly
the vastly reduced bias when using discretisation of U (especially when m is small).
7.2. FitzHugh-Nagumo model
The stochastic FitzHugh-Nagumo model for spike generation in squid axons is based
on a two dimensional diffusion process with drift and diffusion coefficent parametrised
as
bpxq “
„
ϑ1p´x31 ` x1 ´ x2 ` 1{2q
ϑ2x1 ´ x2 ` ϑ3

σ “
„
γ1 0
0 γ2

.
The first coordinate Xp1q represents the axon membrane potential and Xp2q is a re-
covery variable. Parameter estimation for the FitzHugh-Nagumo model is discussed in
Jensen et al. (2012) and extensively in the work of Jensen (2014). In this example we
consider three type of proposals: the modified diffusion bridge (which is of Delyon-Hu
type with λ “ 0), the modified diffusion bridge with random-walk type updates on the
innovations and guided-proposals with random-walk type updates on the innovations.
In both cases we took ρ “ 0.5 in equation (3.8). We used time-change guided proposals
as in (5.5) with rσ constant, rB ” 0 and rβ as in equation (4.10). This is a simple default
choice. We discretise (5.7) as follows: suppose the current iterate is Us. We have
dUs “ ds
T
prbpτpsqq ´ bpτpsq,Γps, Usqqq ` dRs (7.1)
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FIGURE 2. Panels comparing different numbers of imputed points (m “ 10, 100, 1000). Left: without time
change. Right: with time change. Top: first 500 iterates. Middle: iterates 501-10.000. Bottom: ACF-plots
based on iterates 501-10.000.
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FIGURE 3. Kernel density estimates of the parameters based on iterates 501-10.000. Top: non time-changed.
Bottom: time-changed. The bias from using only a small number of imputed points (m “ 10, red curve) is
clearly smaller for the time changed process. For a high number of imputed points (m “ 1000, blue dashed
curve) both methods agree.
with dRs “ pT ´ sq´1
´
I´ 2aJpsq
¯
Us ds´
b
2
T
1?
T´sσ dWs (where we have used
the relation 9vpsq “ rβpsq). Define
R¯phq “ pT ´ sq´1
´
I´ 2aJpsq
¯
Us ´
c
2
T
1?
T ´ sσ
Ws`h ´Ws
h
.
To obtain an approximation ups ` hq for Us`h we discretise the ordinary differential
equation
dupsq “
ˆ
1
T
rbpτpsqq ´ 1
T
bpτpsq,Γps, upsqqq ` R¯phq
˙
ds, upsq “ Us
using the Runge-Kutta-4 method with step size h. We propose this discretisation scheme
since by corollary 5.4, E rRs`h ´Rs | Rss “ hE
“
R¯phq | Rs
‰
.
We simulated the process with parameters ϑ1 “ 1.4, ϑ2 “ 1.5, ϑ3 “ 10, γ1 “
0.25, γ2 “ 0.2 on the time interval from 0 to T “ 300 using the Euler scheme with
discretisation step 0.0004 , starting in r0 1s1, retaining 400 equidistant observations and
the starting point. With these parameters this process presents a challenging estimation
problem due to the strong nonlinear dynamics in the drift.
We chose independent centred Gaussian priors with variance 50 for the parameters
ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3 and a product InvGammap0.002, 0.002q prior on pγ21 , γ22q.
We used Metropolis-Hastings steps for updating γi by setting log γi˝ “ log γi `
0.02Zi (i “ 1, 2), where Zi „ Np0, 1q. For j “ 1, 2, 3 we took ϑj˝ “ ϑj ` νjYj , with
Yj independent Uniform random variables on r´1, 1s, ν1 “ ν2 “ 0.03 and ν3 “ 0.15.
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m = 10 RRSE ϑ1 ϑ2 ϑ3 γ1 γ2 mESS K
mdb-rw 0.3 0.96 0.95 0.75 0.94 0.94 598.4 88485
gp-tc 0.29 1.03 1.04 0.76 1.02 0.99 333.67 27366
mdb-ind 0.49 0.9 0.88 0.6 1.08 1.05 761.25 88685
m = 25 RRSE ϑ1 ϑ2 ϑ3 γ1 γ2 mESS K
mdb-rw 0.18 0.95 0.94 0.85 1.06 0.96 439.12 47576
gp-tc 0.1 1 1 0.91 1.05 0.99 177.78 12359
mdb-ind 0.42 0.91 0.89 0.65 1.16 1.09 505.77 47006
m = 100 RRSE ϑ1 ϑ2 ϑ3 γ1 γ2 mESS K
mdb-rw 0.2 0.94 0.93 0.84 1.09 0.99 216.48 14259
gp-tc 0.01 0.99 0.98 1.01 1.08 1.01 85.47 3365
mdb-ind 0.39 0.89 0.87 0.68 1.19 1.1 246.4 14441
TABLE 2
Estimation results FitzHugh-Nagumo model based on all iterates (no burn-in was considered). For each
parameter we report its relative error with respect to the posterior mean obtained from the 16-hour run
with m “ 200 imputed points using the time-changed guided proposals. Furthermore, we report the Root
Relative Squared Error (RRSE) and the multivariate Effective Sample Size (mESS) from Vats et al. (2015).
K is the total number of iterations executed within one hour.
We estimated the joint posterior of unobserved path and parameters ϑ, γ using al-
gorithm 1.
We ran the algorithm for the three different proposals with m “ 10 and m “ 25
and m “ 100. Each simulation was stopped after 1 hour. The simulations were done
on a computer equipped with 4 core Xeon CPU clocked at 3.40GHz with 30 GiB mem-
ory. In figure 4 trace-plots with respect to both computing time and iterate number for
ϑ3 are shown for the three samplers when m P t10, 25, 100u. While iterates for the
guided-proposals are more costly, the algorithm with these proposals does reach the
stationary region way faster than the two variants of the modified diffusion bridge, es-
pecially when m “ 100. However, solely examining trace-plots for the parameters can
be misleading as illustrated by figure 5. Here, we plotted the average acceptance proba-
bility for bridge proposals (on a log10-scale) for the segments in between the 99-th and
200-th observations (the picture is representative for all segments). At certain segments
the acceptance probabilities differ by several magnitudes. These segments correspond
precisely to observations during an excursion from the meta-stable region. In these ex-
cursions the diffusion path follows closely the strong nonlinear drift dynamics, unlike
in the meta-stable region. Small acceptance probabilities manifest themselves in slow
convergence of the chain.
In addition we ran the algorithm for a longer time (16 hours) with m “ 200. In this
case, we simply used the Euler-approximation for the time-changed guided proposals.
Actually, the Runge-Kutta-4 method is due to the stiffness of the SDE and only neces-
sary in case of few imputed points. Trace-plots for ϑ3 and γ1 are shown in figure 6. The
trace-plot of γ1 against iteration number clearly shows that the guided proposals chain
mixes better. The posterior means obtained by these methods were then considered to
be the “true” posterior mean. These were used in computing the error values in table 2.
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FIGURE 4. Trace-plots for ϑ3. Left: with respect to computing time in minutes. Right: with respect to iterate
number. The three different panels correspond to m “ 10, m “ 25 and m “ 100. “gp-tc” for guided pro-
posals time-changed; “mdb-rw” for random-walk type modified diffusion bridges; “mdb-rw” for modified
diffusion bridges.
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FIGURE 5. Average acceptance percentages for proposed bridges on segments 100 up to 200. The three
different panels correspond to m “ 10, m “ 25 and m “ 100.
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FIGURE 6. Trace-plots for ϑ3 and γ1. Left: with respect to computing time in minutes. Right: with respect
to iterate number. In all cases m “ 200. “gp-tc” is guided proposals time-changed; “mdb-rw” is random-
walk type modified diffusion bridge; “mdb-rw” is modified diffusion bridge. The initial 735 iterates of ϑ3
are smaller than 6 and not shown.
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 5.2
For ease of notation we will write τ and 9τ instead of τpsq and 9τpsq. If X satisfies the
SDE
dXs “ bps,Xsqds` σps,XsqdĂWs
and we are given a smooth function τ “ τpsq, τ : r0, T q Ñ R` with positive derivative
9τ , then
dXτ “ 9τbpτ,Xτ qds`
?
9τσpτ,Xτ qdWs, (A.1)
where W is a different Brownian motion on the same probability space as ĂW .
Applying this to X˝ (defined in equation (3.3)) gives
dXτ˝ “ 2p1´ s{T qrbpτ,Xτ˝ q ` apτ,Xτ˝ qrpτ,Xτ˝ qsds`a2p1´ s{T qσpτ,Xτ˝ qdWs
by Ito¯’s formula
dUs “ d
ˆ
vpτq ´Xτ˝
T ´ s
˙
“ 2
T
9vpτqds` vpτqpT ´ sq2 ds´
Xτ˝
pT ´ sq2 ds
´ 2
T
rbpτ,Xτ˝ q ` apτ,Xτ˝ qrpτ,Xτ˝ qsds´ a2{T?
T ´ sσpτ,Xτ˝ qdWs
“ 2
T
9vpτqds` Us
T ´ s ds´
2
T
rbpτ,Xτ˝ q ` apτ,Xτ˝ qrpτ,Xτ˝ qsds
´
a
2{T?
T ´ sσpτ,Xτ˝ qdWs.
By equation (5.2),
rpτ,Xτ˝ q “ rHpτqpvpτq ´Xτ˝ q “ rHpτqpT ´ sqUs “ Jpsq TT ´ sUs.
The result now follows from substituting this expression and using the relationX˝τpsq “
Γps, Usq (see (5.6)).
The statement on J is a consequence of rapsqJpsq “ rHpτpsqqpT ´ τpsqq together
with limtÑT rHptqpT ´ tq “ ra´1 (see (Schauer et al., 2016, Lemma 8)).
The expression for the integral follows upon the substitution s :“ τpsq and using
relation (5.2).
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 5.3
Proof. By straightforward calculus, the process U satisfies a SDE with drift coefficient
m 9vpτq 9τ ` 9mm´1Us ´m 9τ
”
bpτ,Γq ` apτ,Γq rHpτqm´1Usı
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and diffusion coefficient as given in the theorem. We can rewrite the drift coefficient
using specific properties of m.
For the first term in the drift, note that
rbpτ,Γq “ rBpτq `vpτq ´m´1Us˘` rβpτq “ 9vpτq ´ rBpτqm´1Us,
where we have used the relation 9vpsq “ rBpsqvpsq ` rβpsq at the second equality. Mul-
tiplying by m 9τ we get
m 9τ 9vpτq “ m 9τrbpτ,Γq `m 9τ rBpτqm´1Us. (B.1)
Next, we rewrite the second term appearing in the drift. Using dA´1{dt “ ´A´1 pdA{dtqA´1
for an invertible matrix A, we obtain that
9mm´1 “ ´pT ´ sq´1I´ 9τ
´ rBpτq ´ rapτq rHpτq¯ . (B.2)
Substituting (B.1) and (B.2) into the drift and reordering terms shows that the drift
of U equals
´ pT ´ sq´1Us ´m 9τ
´
bpτ,Γq ´rbpτ,Γq¯
`m 9τ
´ rBpτq ´ apτ,Γq rHpτq¯m´1Us ´ 9τ ´ rBpτq ´ rapτq rHpτq¯Us.
This can be simplified to the form given in the theorem by using that
rBpτq ´ rapτq rHpτq “ m´ rBpτq ´ rapτq rHpτq¯m´1
which follows from the defining relation of F ‹.
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